Introduction
International legal scholarship has mainly relied on legal accountability and coercive mechanisms to hold subjects of international law responsible. International affairs scholars have always been more skeptical of the effectiveness of this approach, and now also legal scholars have shifted their attention to developing alternative mechanisms not involving (only) legal responsibility. Although in public international law (PIL) relying on coercive mechanisms-such as adjudicatory mechanisms and enforcement of judicial decisions-is much more problematic than in a nation state,1 the dominant form of 'accountability' in PIL has traditionally been the mechanisms of (state) responsibility for wrongful acts2 as well as (state) liability for not necessarily unlawful acts; now extended to international organizations (IOs) as well.3 The ARS use a strictly legal and narrow concept for the notion of 'responsibility' , excluding for instance, liability4 and "soft responsibility"5 thereby denying a broader notion of accountability. Whereas responsibility has a legal meaning in PIL, accountability, which is a fairly new term used in PIL, has many meanings and is used differently in the governance discourses,6 aptly described by Jutta Brunnée who noted that "notwithstanding its increasingly frequent invocation by international lawyers, the concept of 'accountability' has not acquired a clearly defined legal meaning."7 Responsibility and liability (as legal accountability) are surely insufficient in capturing the gaps in legal accountability created in a multi-layered and multi-actor globalizing world.8 Although responsibility and liability are still needed for the purpose of compensation, here the focus is on the function of deterrence and prevention in order to effectuate PIL.9 An ever richer variety of accountability mechanisms is emerging which should be taken into account when discussing the effectuation of PIL: in this chapter the focus is on market mechanisms. I will use accountability as the general term which includes responsibility, liability, and various forms of legal control and compliance-monitoring,10 and additionally-in contrast to the other chapters in the book-extend it to (non-legal) market mechan isms which have been hitherto been neglected. 4 The obligation of damage payments, even if there was no international wrong, as, e.g. 
